
CND™ SPA MANICURE SERVICES
Featuring SUGAR VANILLA to  
Indulge, Nourish, and Exfoliate

AROMATIC MANICURE $0.00

Cleanse hands in the aromatic, softening sea salt Soak to soften skin. Massage in the  
replenishing Lotion to keep skin hydrated and scented with flower or citrus essences.

 
 

RADIANCE MANICURE $0.00

Begin the ritual with a softening Soak cleanse. Polish skin with the gentle 
conditioning Scrub. Massage in the replenishing Lotion for continued moisture.

 
 

REJUVENATING SPA MANICURE $0.00

Cleanse impurities with the softening Soak. Polish dull, dry skin with the gentle,  
conditioning Scrub for a silky texture. Replenish skin with the moisture Masque for a  
luminous glow. Massage in the replenishing Lotion to give skin a soft, supple touch. 

CND and the  logo are trademarks of Creative Nail Design, Inc.
©2017 Creative Nail Design, Inc. 17/08 CND0509



CND™ SPA MANICURE SERVICES
Featuring GARDENIA WOODS™ to provide  

Softness, Moisture and Hydration

AROMATIC MANICURE $0.00

Cleanse hands in the aromatic, softening sea salt Soak to soften skin. Massage in the  
replenishing Lotion to keep skin hydrated and scented with flower or citrus essences.

 
 

RADIANCE MANICURE $0.00

Begin the ritual with a softening Soak cleanse. Polish skin with the gentle 
conditioning Scrub. Massage in the replenishing Lotion for continued moisture.

 
 

REJUVENATING SPA MANICURE $0.00

Cleanse impurities with the softening Soak. Polish dull, dry skin with the gentle,  
conditioning Scrub for a silky texture. Replenish skin with the moisture Masque for a  
luminous glow. Massage in the replenishing Lotion to give skin a soft, supple touch. 

CND, GARDENIA WOODS and the  logo are trademarks of Creative Nail Design, Inc.
©2017 Creative Nail Design, Inc. 17/08 CND0509



CND™ SPA MANICURE SERVICES
Featuring BRIGHT CITRON™ to Revitalize,  

Refresh and Restore Radiance

AROMATIC MANICURE $0.00

Cleanse hands in the aromatic, softening sea salt Soak to soften skin. Massage in the  
replenishing Lotion to keep skin hydrated and scented with flower or citrus essences.

 
 

RADIANCE MANICURE $0.00

Begin the ritual with a softening Soak cleanse. Polish skin with the gentle 
conditioning Scrub. Massage in the replenishing Lotion for continued moisture.

 
 

REJUVENATING SPA MANICURE $0.00

Cleanse impurities with the softening Soak. Polish dull, dry skin with the gentle,  
conditioning Scrub for a silky texture. Replenish skin with the moisture Masque for a  
luminous glow. Massage in the replenishing Lotion to give skin a soft, supple touch. 

CND, BRIGHT CITRON and the  logo are trademarks of Creative Nail Design, Inc.
©2017 Creative Nail Design, Inc. 17/08 CND0509
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